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SAFETY EFFICIENCY
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Figure 3. The new bus platform is installed on 108th Ave 
NE south of NE 2nd St. It is made of 300 interlocking plastic 
panels that snap together, allowing for its rapid installation.

Figure 2. Bellevue’s Mayor, Deputy Mayor, and City Council-
members at the demonstration bikeway grand opening 
celebration on July 31, 2018.
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Figure 1. New strategies for transportation require new measurements of success. Working with the Transportation 
Commission, City of Bellevue staff developed a performance-based assessment framework that measures results that can 
help inform choices for future projects.

At its February 5, 2018 meeting (see 
agenda materials), the Bellevue City Council 
voiced support for the Transportation 
Commission’s recommendation to implement 
a demonstration bikeway project in which 
temporary and low-cost treatments are made 
to 108th Ave NE between Main St and NE 
12th Street (see Commission Transmittal 
Letter to the City Council). Councilmembers 
concurred with the Transportation 
Commission that a before-and-after study 
should be conducted based on data and 
community engagement to assess outcomes 
for all street users including people 
bicycling, walking, driving, using transit, and 
transporting goods (see minutes).

At its April 12, 2018 meeting, the 
Transportation Commission endorsed an 
assessment framework for the Downtown 
Demonstration Bikeway informed by input 
from the Bellevue Downtown Association, 
industry best practices, and guidance 
documents from other communities (see 
memo). The assessment framework provides 
insights into community outcomes in safety, 
efficiency, and livability (see Figure 1).

At its May 7, 2018 meeting (see agenda 
memo), the City Council awarded the 
construction contract for the project in the 
amount of $365,933.70, plus all applicable 
taxes. The project was fully funded by the 
Neighborhood Safety, Connectivity and 
Congestion Levy, approved by voters in 
November 2016 to implement bicycle facility 
improvements citywide and in Downtown. 
Construction began in mid-June and lasted 
for several weeks.

On July 31, 2018, the City of Bellevue 
celebrated the grand opening of the 108th 
Ave NE Demonstration Bikeway (see Figure 
2), the first bikeway spanning the length of 
Downtown (see flyer). Staff began evaluation 
of the project several weeks prior to the grand 
opening and continued collecting data for 
months thereafter, leveraging loop detectors, 
bluetooth readers, thermal sensors, video 
analytics, attitudinal surveys, street level 
and video observations, and conversations 
with residents, businesses, coach operators, 
and other stakeholders to complete this 
assessment.

In November 2018, a rapid-build bus platform 
was installed on 108th Ave NE south of NE 
2nd St (see Figure 3). The platform creates 
an in-street elevated stop area for buses to 
pull up to without having to cross into the 
curbside bike lane. The platform has ramps 
on both sides that allow cyclists to cross 
the level pedestrian walkway without having 
to interact with a bus. The platform also 
improves transit efficiency by facilitating an 
in-lane stop, eliminating time spent pulling 
back into the travel lane after riders have 
boarded. The project was funded with a 
$55,000 grant from King County.

This report and the companion Technical 
Appendix details the results of the Downtown 
Demonstration Bikeway project. These 
reports recognize that Bellevue must 
consider the broader context within which 
its transportation network evolves—how it 
preserves and enhances economic vitality, 
community character, human health, and 
environmental resources—in addition to 
serving peoples’ mobility needs.

PROJECT 
OVERVIEW

https://bellevue.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3821856&GUID=EB47970F-749D-4F94-8409-94AFE6FAEB76
https://bellevue.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6952188&GUID=7CD2D6C5-AAB0-4877-B2BF-6DBF482F27EF
https://bellevue.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6952188&GUID=7CD2D6C5-AAB0-4877-B2BF-6DBF482F27EF
https://bellevue.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=M&ID=576715&GUID=090452D2-8CAB-4CAC-9550-FC9E68BC75A3
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Agendas/041218_PBII_7c.pdf
https://bellevue.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6230798&GUID=D86E9921-C2FA-46CA-907E-12550FD9B536
https://bellevue.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6230798&GUID=D86E9921-C2FA-46CA-907E-12550FD9B536
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/projects/transportation-levy-projects
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/projects/transportation-levy-projects
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/DowntownDemoBikeway-OpeningEvent-20180703-web.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/108thDemoBikeway-AssessmentReportAppendix-2019.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/108thDemoBikeway-AssessmentReportAppendix-2019.pdf
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Figure 5. Planter boxes were installed in the painted buffer 
area along several segments of the demonstration bikeway, 
providing a decorative form of enhanced physical separation. 

Figure 6. Green markings installed where the bike lanes pass 
by high-traffic driveways call the attention of people driving 
and bicycling to be alert through areas where their paths cross.

Figure 4. This flyer was posted to the project webpage and distributed at events in advance of the bikeway’s installation. 
It highlights how the demonstration ` relates to the Bicycle Rapid Implementation Program commitment to “Connected. 
Protected. Rapid.” and describes the elements comprising the city’s first quick-build protected bike lanes. 

PROJECT 
DESCRIPTION
Goals
The goal of the Downtown Demonstration 
Bikeway is to provide bicyclists with a 
designated space to ride north-south along 
108th Ave NE in Bellevue’s most bustling 
neighborhood. Other project objectives are to:

• Complete a bike route linking the I-90 
Trail and 520 Trail, filling a gap in one 
of the city’s eleven cross-city bicycle 
priority corridors—a City Council adopted 
performance target in the 2009 Pedestrian 
and Bicycle Transportation Plan;

• Provide bike lanes that connect to and 
from the Bellevue Transit Center, where 
about 20,000 people get on and off the 
bus daily;

• Separate people on bikes from cars 
as much as possible to create an 
environment where most adults feel 
comfortable riding a bike;

• Apply modern bikeway design concepts 
used in cities such as Seattle, Portland, 
and Vancouver, BC for the first time in 
Bellevue;

• Collect data to assess how the project 
affects travel for all street users, including 
people walking, bicycling, using transit, 
and driving;

• Help inform future bicycle investments 
on this and other streets in downtown 
Bellevue.

Design
The project is part of the Bicycle Rapid 
Implementation Program developed in 2016 
to identify low-cost investments that would 
help create a complete network of safe 
bicycle facilities citywide. Design elements of 
this three-quarter-mile project include:

• Separated bike lanes for most of the 
corridor from Main Street to NE 12th 
Street. Lane dividers include painted 
buffer areas, temporary curbs and posts, 
and planter boxes;

• Striped bike lanes in narrow road 
segments, such as intersection 
approaches at NE 4th, 6th, and 10th 
Street;

• Bright green pavement markings 
highlighting mixing areas between bikes 
and cars, such as turn lanes, high-traffic 
driveways, and next to bus stops at the 
Bellevue Transit Center;

• Shared lane markings (called “sharrows”) 
at two existing median islands where the 
road is too narrow to install bike lanes.

Overview

The Bellevue Transportation Department is completing the first bikeway 
through the heart of Downtown as a demonstration project this July.  
This will provide a safer and more comfortable route for people to bike 
north-south in Bellevue’s most bustling neighborhood. 

The project is funded by the Neighborhood Safety, Connectivity and 
Congestion Levy, which was approved by voters in 2016. For more 
information about the levy visit: BellevueWA.gov/TransportationLevy.

The downtown demonstration bikeway project will:

• Complete a bike route linking the I-90 Trail and 520 Trail;

• Provide bike lanes that connect to and from the Bellevue Transit 
Center, where about 20,000 people get on and off the bus daily;

• Separate people on bikes from cars as much as possible to create 
an environment where most adults feel comfortable riding a bike;

• Apply modern bikeway design concepts used in cities such as 
Seattle, Portland, and Vancouver, BC for the first time in Bellevue;

• Collect data to assess how the project affects travel for all street 
users, including people walking, bicycling, using transit, and driving. 

• Help inform future bicycle investments on this and other streets in 
downtown Bellevue.

108TH AVE NE – MAIN TO NE 12TH ST
DOWNTOWN DEMONSTRATION BIKEWAY

Coming Summer 2018

CONNECTED.
New bike lanes through 

downtown will complete a 
continuous north-south route 

between the I-90 and 520 Trails.

PROTECTED. 
People on bikes will be  

separated from vehicle traffic  
by planter boxes, curbs,  
and other solid dividers.

RAPID.
From planning to design to 

construction in one year. 
Installation will only take a few 

weeks, not many months.

At Bellevue Transit Center, looking north

South of NE 2nd Street, looking north

Conceptual Visualizations
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Coming 2018/19:
Off-Street Path

Coming Spring 2018: 
Striped Bike Lanes

Coming Fall 2018: 
Separated Bike Lanes

Coming Spring 2018: 
Striped Bike Lane (NB)

NB bike lane impacted by
daytime construction closures

Shared lane markings
at existing median island

Separated or striped bike lanes, 
varies by conditions
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Separated or striped bike lanes, 
varies by conditions

Curb and Post Dividers

LEGEND

Separated or Striped Bike Lanes 

Shared Lane Markings (aka Sharrows)

Striped Bike Lanes or Offstreet Paths

Shared Lane Markings 

Demonstration Bikeway Project

Existing or Planned Bike Facilities

Curb and Post Dividers

Near 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, and 12th Street

Green Pavement Markings

At right turn lanes and driveways

Planter Box Dividers

Near 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, and 12th Street

Shared Lane Markings

North of Main St and at NE 2nd Pl

NEIGHBORHOOD LEVY PROJECT

Note: The photos above are examples from other places of project elements that will be installed along 108th Avenue NE. 

108TH AVENUE NE | DOWNTOWN DEMONSTRATION BIKEWAY

https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/ped-bike-plan-2009.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/ped-bike-plan-2009.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/planning/pedestrian-and-bicycle-planning/pedestrian-bicycle-implementation-initiative/rapid-implementation-plan
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/planning/pedestrian-and-bicycle-planning/pedestrian-bicycle-implementation-initiative/rapid-implementation-plan
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Figure 10. A person riding northbound in the marked shared 
lane north of Main St, where the travel lane is too narrow for a 
bike lane due to an existing planted median.

Figure 9. A person riding northbound in the striped bike lane 
south of NE 2nd St, where the street is only wide enough to 
provide a painted buffer in the southbound direction.

Quick-Build and Iterative Design
Using temporary and low-cost treatments, 
a demonstration project provides a real-
world opportunity to evaluate how the 
latest bikeway design concepts function in 
Bellevue. With this project’s demonstration 
approach, the City was also able to:

• design and build the project faster;

• collect data to understand the project’s 
benefits and impacts;

• determine if the project is working well or 
if any issues need to be addressed;

• make modest refinements to the street 
design quickly, if necessary;

• recommend next steps for the street, 
including whether and how to make the 
bikeway permanent.

The bike lanes were installed by narrowing 
existing travel lanes and repurposing lanes 
along some blocks. One vehicle travel lane 
in each direction remains along the entire 
corridor, and right turn lanes remain at high-
traffic intersections. A new southbound 
right turn lane was installed at NE 4th St 
to improve bus operations and address 
safety concerns for people crossing the 
intersection on foot. Construction took place 
for approximately one month, with work taking 
place at night to minimize traffic impacts.

Outcomes
This report offers comprehensive insight into 
project impacts and benefits—measurable 
and perceived—on all street users. To 
complete this assessment, City of Bellevue 
staff compiled data from pavement loop 
detectors, bluetooth readers, thermal sensors, 
video analytics, attitudinal questionnaires, 
street-level and video observations, and 
conversations with residents, businesses, bus 
operators, and other stakeholders. 

The following are some key takeaways from 
this assessment:

• Average daily bike ridership increased by 
35 percent.

• About 4,500 bike share trips used 108th 
Ave NE in the first six months—the most 
along any street in Bellevue.

• People who bike along the corridor 
overwhelmingly feel safer and more 
comfortable, and people who drive and 
walk do too.

• There was no change in trends in police-
reported collisions along the corridor.

• Riding on the sidewalk decreased by up 
to 18 percent, with 85 percent of people 
opting to bicycle in the on-street bike lanes.

• Motor vehicle travel times along the 
corridor changed by less than a minute.

• Bus travel times along the corridor were 
not impacted, and at NE 4th St, a new right 
turn lane reduced bus delay by 30 percent.

These and other results are addressed in 
greater detail in the rest of this report, organized 
by the three outcome areas of safety, efficiency, 
and livability.

PROJECT 
TAKEAWAYS

Figure 7. A person riding northbound in the bike lane north 
of NE 6th St, where curbs, posts, and planter boxes physically 
separate people on bikes from motor vehicle traffic.

Figure 8. A person riding southbound in the bike lane 
south of NE 8th St, where Tuff Curb—a durable traffic safety 
product—provides physical separation for people on bikes.
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Figure 13. A bus operator’s view of the northbound bike lane 
approaching NE 12th St. Operators noted that conflicts arise 
here as buses turn right when people biking continue straight.

Figure 12. Transportation Engineer Darcy Akers discussed 
the demonstration bikeway with Jennifer Reed, a Metro 
operator for 17 years who currently drives the B Line.

Online Questionnaires
Online questionnaires were administered 
before and after the demonstration bikeway 
project was implemented. 
The first questionnaire asked the public 
about their practices and perspectives about 
bicycling in Downtown. It also sought their 
help with selecting the preferred street for 
the demonstration bikeway and developing 
a design that balances community priorities. 
The results supported the selection of 108th 
Ave NE as the first bicycle corridor completed 
in Downtown.
The second questionnaire asked the public to 
provide feedback on their experiences of the 
demonstration bikeway. With questions related 
to perceived safety, specific design features, 
and behavioral issues, the questionnaire sought 
to understand what works, what doesn’t, and 
how 108th Ave could be improved to better 
address the needs of people bicycling, walking, 
and driving along the corridor.
Both questionnaires were advertised on the 
City’s website, social media pages, email 
listserv, and in the It’s Your City newsletter; 
postcards were distributed at events (before) 
and by mail to area households (after); local 
organizations, businesses, and media outlets 
were notified and encouraged to promote the 
questionnaire to their members, employees, 
and audiences.
Selected quotes and notable takeaways from 
these questionnaires appear throughout 
this document. The complete results—
summarized by question and all individual 
responses—are available online for both 
surveys on the project webpage.

Bus Operators
In addition to its designation as a bicycle 
priority corridor, 108th Ave NE is also a 
primary transit corridor through Downtown. 
The Bellevue Transit Center is located at 
NE 6th St, where more than a dozen routes 
converge and serve more than a third of all 
bus boardings and alightings occurring in 
Bellevue daily. Four frequent routes operate 
along segments of 108th Ave NE—Routes 
550, 271, 234/235, and the RapidRide B Line—
providing service every 15 minutes or better 
during the peak and every 30 minutes or 
better off-peak.

To better understand how the addition of 
the demonstration bikeway impacts bus 
operations, Transportation Department staff 
engaged King County Metro bus operators 
at the Bellevue Operations and Maintenance 
Base. Staff spoke with bus operators to hear 
their observations, any challenges they have 
experienced as a result of the redesigned 
street, and any suggestions they have for 
further refinement.

Transportation Department staff also joined 
a Route 550 operator for a ride-a-long to see 
things from his perspective firsthand.

A summary of the feedback they provided is 
available in the Technical Appendix.

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

IMPLEMENTATION INITIATIVE

Draft Concept for 108th Ave NE 
at the Bellevue Transit Center, looking north

Information
425-452-6800

Available in Other Languages

We want to hear from you! 
The Transportation Department is working to 

make Downtown Bellevue a safe, comfortable, 
attractive place for people to bike. 

We could install Downtown’s first high-comfort 
bikeway as a pilot project in 2018. Help pick the street 
and design that balances the community’s priorities.

Learn about the benefits and trade-offs 
of concepts along four candidate streets:

108th Ave NE, 106th Ave NE, Main St, NE 2nd St.

Attend the Open House:
Thursday / November 30 / 5-7 PM

Bellevue City Hall / 450 110th Ave NE

Take the Survey:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/r/BvueBikeDemo

Available through December 31

                       For more information contact Franz Loewenherz at 425-452-4077 or floewenherz@bellevuewa.gov

ECRWSS
Postal Customer

PRSRT STD

U.S. POSTAGE

PAID

BELLEVUE, WA

PERMIT #61

CITY OF BELLEVUE
Transportation Department
PO Box 90012
Bellevue, WA 98009-9012

      What do you think about
Downtown Bellevue’s
demonstration bikeway?

      What do you think about
Downtown Bellevue’s
demonstration bikeway?

      What do you think about 
Downtown Bellevue’s
demonstration bikeway?

SafetySafety

Downtown Demonstration Bikeway Project Survey

17. With current conditions, how safe do you feel riding a bicycleriding a bicycle in Downtown

Bellevue?

Very safe

Somewhat safe

Somewhat unsafe

Very unsafe

I do not bicycle in Downtown Bellevue

18. With current conditions, how comfortable do you feel drivingdriving next to people

bicycling in Downtown Bellevue?

Very comfortable

Somewhat comfortable

Somewhat uncomfortable

Very uncomfortable

I do not drive in Downtown Bellevue

19. In general, do you support any kind of bike lanes in Downtown Bellevue to

improve safety for people who bicycle?

Strongly Support

Somewhat Support

Somewhat Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Figure 11. Postcards were distributed for the before (top) and after 
(bottom) questionnaires to solicit input from the community. An 
excerpt from the before questionnaire (right).

https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/planning/pedestrian-and-bicycle-planning/pedestrian-bicycle-implementation-initiative/downtown-demo-bikeway
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/108thDemoBikeway-AssessmentReportAppendix-2019.pdf
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January 4, 2018 
   
Victor Bishop   
Chair, City of Bellevue Transportation Commission  
Bellevue City Hall  
450 110th Ave NE  
P.O. Box 90012   
Bellevue, WA 98009-9012  
   
 
Dear Chair Bishop and Commissioners: 
 
On behalf of the Bellevue Downtown Association (BDA), we’re writing to express our recommendations for the City’s 
consideration of a demonstration bikeway in Downtown and permitting of free-floating bike share. 
 
Through a structured committee process, we invited BDA members to analyze and discuss the alternatives and build 
consensus recommendations for the BDA Board of Directors. Our four meetings surfaced a broad range of questions 
and perspectives about merits and concerns for each topic. Our Board on December 19, 2017, endorsed our 
Transportation Committee’s recommendations (attached). 
 
BDA members share a significant stake in the rollout and outcome of a demonstration project. Details, data and 
effective outreach will matter greatly before and during the implementation. You’ll note our positions are 
conditioned around safety in our growing city core, traffic movements, right-of-way impacts, real-time evaluation 
and response, and funding considerations. 
 
The BDA’s committee meetings convened a diverse set of representatives from 23 member organizations. Our work 
with members suggests both projects will continue to attract ongoing interest and feedback from stakeholders. We 
strongly encourage a transparent, timely and fact-informed approach in the City’s decision making and execution of 
the projects. The BDA is ready to support the City in outreach and communication. 
 
We thank the City staff for their commitment of time and resources in helping us learn together and answering 
dozens of detailed questions. We also appreciate the Commission’s thoughtful deliberation on how to move our 
City’s bike infrastructure forward in a way that meets the community’s expectations for improved safety and 
mobility.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Patrick Bannon, BDA President  

CC: 
Jim Hutchinson  Franz Loewenherz 
BDA Chair  Bellevue Transportation Department 

 

 

 

 

 

 
February 5, 2018 
  
RE: Downtown Demonstration Bikeway Project – 108th Avenue Northeast from Main Street to NE 12th Street 
 
Honorable Mayor Chelminiak and City Councilmembers: 
 
Transportation Commission members are honored by your trust and confidence in selecting us to oversee the Pedestrian 
and Bicycle Implementation Initiative (PBII). In this capacity, we have been guided by Council’s program principles as we 
collaborate with staff and the community to advance the PBII scope of work.  
 
At our January 11 meeting, the Transportation Commission voted five in favor and two opposed in proceeding with 
implementing a downtown demonstration bikeway project. Using temporary and low-cost treatments, the demonstration 
bikeway project will implement improvements to create a “high-comfort” bikeway along one corridor in Downtown 
Bellevue.  
 
Of the four candidate corridors considered, we recommended that the project be implemented along 108th Avenue 
Northeast from Main Street to Northeast 12th Street, which is identified as a north-south priority bicycle corridor in the 
2009 Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation Plan and provides connections to regional bicycle routes. In our deliberations 
on the downtown demonstration bikeway project we indicated that the project should:  

collect data to make necessary adjustments and ultimately for assessing performance and next steps; 
minimize impacts to travel times, on street parking, and access to property; 
support existing and anticipated near-term bicycle projects leading to/from downtown;  
incorporate effective outreach before and during the implementation; 
ensure a safe and comfortable place for people walking, bicycling, taking transit, and driving vehicles; and, 
coordinate with transit and ride share services to support frequent and reliable operations. 

 
We recommended staff commence work on: 

design and permitting with a target implementation date of May 2018 (corresponds with Bike Everywhere Month); 
developing a scope of work to assess outcomes for all street users, including people bicycling, walking, driving, using 
transit, and transporting goods, based on data and community engagement; and, 
coordinating with private and non-profit organizations to support the launch and test period of the downtown 
demonstration bikeway project with education and encouragement activities. 

 
The data collection period informing the evaluation of the demonstration bikeway project will last through December 
2018. Modest operational refinements may be made to the demonstration bikeway during this period as required to 
maintain safety for all street users. Staff will share the results of the evaluation with the Transportation Commission in 
early 2019 to inform our consideration of next steps—that is, whether and how to make the bikeway project permanent. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

Todd Woosley 
Vice Chair, Transportation Commission 
 
Attachment A – Project Summary 

TUESDAY,  JULY 31,  2018

108th  Ave  NE
Demonstration

Bikeway  Project
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM

BELLEVUE  CORPORATE  PLAZA
600 - 108TH  AVENUE  NE

RIBBON  CUTTING  AT  NOON!

Free
E-BIKE  RIDES!

+
FREE  BIKE  HELMENTS *
(50 bike helments or until supplies last)

Food & Drinks
Ca�e Ladro 
Evergreens Salad
Jimmy John’s
Kind
The Melting Pot
Nuun  Hydration

GRAND oPENING
CELEBRATION

Booths
Cascade Bicycle Club
Choose Your Way Bellevue
Gregg’s Cycle 
Kids Quest 
LimeBike
Rad Power Bikes 
REI Co-op 
Sound Transit
Wheel Lab

Visit Booths!

Remarks by o�cials from the City of Bellevue, 
Bellevue Downtown Association, HNTB, 
& King County Metro

Bikeway Ribbon Cutting

Visit Booths; Ride an electric bike for free and more!  

Event Ends

11:30 am
11:45 am

Noon
12:10 pm
1:30 pm

Event Schedule

2009
February 17

2015
February 9

2016
November 8

2016
April 28

2018
January 4

2018
January 11

2018
July 31

2018
February 5

PROJECT 
TIMELINE

City Council adopts the Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Transportation Plan, which establishes and sets targets 
for the completion of continuous, cross-city, bicycle 
priority corridors, including one north-south and one 
east-west bikeway in Downtown by 2014 (PB-2).

City Council approves Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Implementation Initiative program principles. They 
include a commitment to “advance the implementation of 
Bellevue’s planned Bicycle Priority Corridors to facilitate 
continuous bicycle travel along a connected grid of safe 
facilities throughout the City and the region.”

Transportation Commission endorses the Bicycle Rapid 
Implementation Program (BRIP). Informed by community 
outreach, the BRIP identifies projects that are:  (1) connected, 
prioritizing a network that “fills the gaps”; (2) protected, 
promoting physically separated facilities to minimize 
conflicts; (3) rapid, leveraging early-win opportunities.

Bellevue voters endorse the 20-year, transportation-focused 
Neighborhood Safety, Connectivity and Congestion Levy 
(Proposition 2). The vote follows an outreach effort that 
includes three open houses across the city and discussion at 
several City Council meetings. Bicycle network improvements 
are one of the six programs funded by the levy.

The Bellevue Downtown Association (BDA) endorses 
a recommendation to the City to implement a 
demonstration bikeway project on 108th Ave NE. 
Engagement of additional Downtown stakeholder groups 
and the broader community takes place concurrently 
(see Additional Letters and Public Communications).

The Transportation Commission reaffirms the 2009 Plan 
directive to implement a north-south bicycle route through 
Downtown (see meeting minutes). Commission votes 
to proceed with implementing a demonstration project 
on 108th Ave NE and requests staff develop and share a 
framework for assessing the project (see transmittal letter).

City Council supports the demonstration bikeway project 
and concurs that a before-and-after study should be 
conducted to assess outcomes for all street users based 
on data and community engagement (see meeting 
minutes). Transportation Commission endorses staff’s 
proposed assessment framework at its April 12 meeting.

A celebration event is held to mark the official opening of 
the Downtown Demonstration Bikeway and launch of bike 
share. Mayor John Chelminiak, Transportation Director 
Dave Berg, and BDA President Patrick Bannon recognize 
the occasion and invite more than 130 attendees to ride it 
for themselves (see event photos, video).

PLANNING

IMPLEMENTATION

https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/planning/pedestrian-and-bicycle-planning/pedestrian-bicycle-implementation-initiative/2009-pedestrian-bicycle-plan
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/planning/pedestrian-and-bicycle-planning/pedestrian-bicycle-implementation-initiative/2009-pedestrian-bicycle-plan
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/PBII-Program-Principles-2015.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/planning/pedestrian-and-bicycle-planning/pedestrian-bicycle-implementation-initiative/rapid-implementation-plan
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/planning/pedestrian-and-bicycle-planning/pedestrian-bicycle-implementation-initiative/rapid-implementation-plan
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/PBII-Outreach-Report-Vol-1-Wikimaps-Oct-2016.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/PBII-Outreach-Report-Vol-1-Wikimaps-Oct-2016.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/projects/transportation-levy-projects
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Agendas/111118_PBII_6b.pdf#page=6
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Agendas/111118_PBII_6b.pdf#page=9
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/pdf/Transportation/TC_BRIP_Desk%20Packet_20180111.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Minutes/011118_TC%20minutes%20signed.pdf
https://bellevue.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6952188&GUID=7CD2D6C5-AAB0-4877-B2BF-6DBF482F27EF
https://bellevue.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=M&ID=576715&GUID=090452D2-8CAB-4CAC-9550-FC9E68BC75A3
https://bellevue.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=M&ID=576715&GUID=090452D2-8CAB-4CAC-9550-FC9E68BC75A3
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Agendas/041218_PBII_7c.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/DowntownDemoBikeway-EventPhotos-General.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElHmXpx95xY&feature=youtu.be
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5-Year Average:
28.8
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Figure 15. Reported Collisions by Injury

Figure 16. Reported Collisions by Type

Figure 14. Reported Collisions by Mode
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COLLISIONS

MEASURE
Number of police-reported collisions 

BASELINE PERIOD
5-year history from  
January 2013–December 2017

BEFORE PERIOD
July–December 2017

AFTER PERIOD
July–December 2018

LOCATION
108th Ave NE from Main St to NE 12th St

BACKGROUND
Safety is an important goal for the 
Downtown Demonstration Bikeway. The 
installation of separated bicycle facilities 
aims to increase ridership while not 
increasing collisions. For this measure, 
collisions along this corridor were 
reviewed both by mode and severity. 

Typical before and after studies of 
collisions look at three to five years of 
data. Although only 6 months of collision 
data are available for this assessment, 
Transportation staff will continue to 
monitor the corridor.
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COLLISIONS

Key Takeaways 
• Since the bikeway was installed, there 

have not been any police-reported 
bicycle collisions along 108th Ave NE 
in Downtown (see Figure 14).

• One unreported collision was shared 
with Transportation Department staff 
via email. While exiting a driveway, 
a person driving struck a person 
bicycling southbound in the bike lane 
(see Technical Appendix).

• In the 6-month after period, there 
were 14 collisions involving all 
modes, which roughly equals the 
before average if expanded to a full 
year (see Figure 15 and Figure 16). 

• The average number of collisions 
in the previous 5 years was 28.8 
collisions per year for the entire 
corridor (see Figure 17).

Technology & Methodology
The collision data comes from law enforcement 
officers and is reviewed by Transportation Staff 
before being entered into a database maintained 
by the Transportation Department for data 
analysis. The data includes all police-reported 
collisions that took place in the public right of 
way. The data includes all intersections and 
segments along 108th Ave NE between and 
including Main St and NE 12th St. 

Before (July-Dec 2017)
After (July-Dec 2018)

Figure 17. Total Number of Collisions

https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/108thDemoBikeway-AssessmentReportAppendix-2019.pdf
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TRAFFIC CONFLICTS AND INTERACTIONS

Key Takeaways 
• Average bicycle sidewalk riding 

reduced by 18% at NE 8th St and by 
8% at NE 4th St.

• 85% of bicyclists use the bike lanes at 
NE 4th St and NE 8th St.

• Main St had less sidewalk riding to 
begin with but also saw slightly less 
after the bikeway was installed.

SIDEWALK

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

28.3%
10.7%
13.5%

5.1%
13.6%
11.6%

71.7%
4.0%

45.1%
9.3%

86.4%
88.4%

NE 8th

NE 4th

Main St*

BIKE LANE ROADLANE USAGE

0%
85.3%
41.4%
85.6%

 * 
 * 

Figure 18. Bicycle Usage by Facility Type
*At Main St, bike facility does not have continuous separated facilities through the entire intersection, so 
bikes must mix with traffic (when sharrows are present on the roadway). Because of this, all bikes on the 
roadway were considered “in road”.

Figure 19. Heatmap from Brisk Synergies video intelligence 
algorithms depicting pedestrian crossings and motor vehicle 
turning movements at 108th Ave NE and NE 4th St. 

Technology & Methodology
Manual observations of video from traffic 
cameras were used to collect this data. For the 
sidewalk riding and general observations of 
conflicts, video was observed from 7 AM to 7 PM 
at three intersections along the corridor that have 
traffic cameras: Main St, NE 4th St, and NE 8th St. 

Video observations were also collected for 
locations where delivery and passenger pick-up/
drop-off was occurring in the bike lanes. Refer to 
the section on TNC and Freight Delivery for more 
information on curbside interactions (see page 
32).

FUTURE OF CONFLICT ANALYSIS
In recognition of the need for an enhanced 
method of deriving insights on traffic conflicts 
(beyond interns observing video footage) the 
City of Bellevue and Brisk Synergies entered into 
a strategic partnership in February 2019. The 
partnership will leverage Bellevue’s existing traffic 
cameras for predictive analytics of near-miss 
events. For future evaluations, this new system 
could replace limited manual observations and 
provide deeper insights to the rate and severity of 
conflicts at intersections between people driving, 
walking, and bicycling. This insight could help the 
City proactively identify intersections warranting 
safety improvements, consistent with Bellevue’s 
Vision Zero initiative.

MEASURES
– Bicyclist usage of different facility 
types
– Observed conflicts and interactions 

between different modes

BEFORE PERIOD
May 4 and June 7, 2018

AFTER PERIOD
July 17, August 9, and October 11, 2018 

LOCATION
Observations: 

– Main St/108th Ave
– NE 4th St/108th Ave NE
– NE 8th St/108th Ave NE  

BACKGROUND
An important goal of this demonstration 
bikeway is to improve safety on the 
corridor for all modes of transportation. 
There were several points of interest 
to understand the effectiveness of the 
bikeway’s design – sidewalk interactions, 
curbside interactions, and roadway 
interactions. 

Prior to the installation of the 
demonstration bikeway, only one 
segment of 108th Ave NE included a 
designated bike lane—the northbound 
intersection approach at NE 4th St. In 
addition to observing the different types 
of interactions between street users, 
this measure is intended to determine 
whether providing dedicated on-street 
bike lanes reduced the frequency of 

https://brisksynergies.com/
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Bicyclist observed riding in 
the wrong direction in 
bike lane

5

Bicyclist observed using 
crosswalk cuts of pedestrian

7

Vehicles observed 
loading/unloading in NB bike 
lane, less instances after 
vertical separation installed 

6

2 Vehicles observed passing 
northbound bike in one lane 
section 

8 Bicyclists observed using 
general travel lanes to make 
left turns to and from NE 8th St

4 Motorcyclist observed 
using NB bike lane

1 Vehicles observed stopping in 
bike box and bicyclist must 
maneuver around

3 Vehicles observed 
loading/unloading in front of 
Expedia, less instances after 
vertical separation installed

Figure 20. Observed Conflicts and Interactions

TRAFFIC CONFLICTS AND INTERACTIONS

Motorcyclist using the northbound bike lane at NE 4th St4

Vehicle loading/unloading in the bike lane before vertical 
separation was added to the painted buffer

6

Vehicle improperly stopping in the bike box1
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PERCEPTION OF SAFETY

MEASURE
Public response to online questionnaires

BEFORE QUESTIONNAIRE
November 10, 2017–January 1, 2018
n=1,262 respondents

AFTER QUESTIONNAIRE
September 1, 2018–November 1, 2018 
n=1,232 respondents 

BACKGROUND
Most adults would be interested in 
bicycling more often given a place that 
feels safe and comfortable to ride. This 
measure aims to understand the extent 
to which the demonstration bikeway has 
changed how people feel when traveling 
along the 108th Ave NE corridor. 

Because crashes are infrequent, and less 
severe incidents are often unreported, 
reported crash data is sparse and 
tends to highlight only the worst-case 
scenarios; however, near-misses and 
other uneasy experiences can impact how 
safe a street feels. Incidents are more 
likely at locations with less separation 
and greater exposure to conflicts, but 
two conflict points that appear similar 
on paper may feel different because of 
context-specific factors. Bicycle LTS 
offers a useful guide for network planning, 
but other characteristics like slope, 
pavement condition, and the presence 
of heavy vehicles may affect the level of 
stress a person experiences. Comparing 
questionnaire responses from before and 
after the project was implemented helps 
provide deeper insight into the outcomes 
of related quantitative measures, fill in the 
gaps, and highligh areas that may warrant 
additional attention. 

Key Takeaways 
BEFORE

• Most respondents… 

 » felt unsafe (29% somewhat, 28% very) riding a bicycle 
in Downtown

 » felt uncomfortable (26% somewhat, 37% very) driving 
next to people bicycling in Downtown

 » felt uncomfortable (31% somewhat, 34% very) walking 
along 108th Ave NE with bikes sharing the sidewalk

 » supported bike lanes in Downtown to improve safety 
(9% somewhat, 60% strongly)

 » felt 108th Ave was an unsafe and uncomfortable place 
for people to bicycle (40% somewhat, 23% very)

AFTER

• All user groups feel safer and more comfortable on 108th 
Ave NE.

 » People bicycling: 43% agree, 44% strongly agree
 » People driving: 30% agree, 13% strongly agree
 » People walking: 25% agree, 12% strongly agree

• People bicycling on 108th Ave NE feel driver behavior is 
safer and calmer (41% agree, 24% strongly agree).

• Among respondents overall…

 » 75% feel that people should not bicycle on sidewalks
 » 75% feel that bike lanes should be available to make 
roads safer

 » 66% feel that bike lanes should be separated from 
motor vehicles

 » 65% feel that more bike lanes should be installed at 
other locations in Downtown

Sample perspectives from questionnaire respondents:

“If there were a safe way to get from the 520 Trail to downtown Bellevue, I’d be 
thrilled. This project will likely make it ‘good enough’ and I’d likely try riding my 
bike to downtown from my house in Redmond, which I’m not currently willing to 
do because of Bellevue’s comparative lack of bike-friendly infrastructure.”

“It is a crazy idea to put bike lanes on 108th Ave NE. There is already too much bus 
traffic and car traffic. It is unsafe for pedestrians trying to cross at intersections 
even with traffic lights. Do not encourage bicyclists in downtown Bellevue. 
Bicyclists need to ride on streets and not on sidewalks—it is plain ridiculous to 
consider bike lanes and riding bikes on sidewalks.”

“There is already jams of cars there, bikes can share sidewalks. In places other 
than Bellevue Transit Center there is little foot traffic. So we could keep streets 
for cars, and then use space more efficiently on sidewalks.”

“I believe that if cyclists are aware that it is safe to cycle to, from and within 
downtown Bellevue, they will use the cycling resources. I will if it is safe. Because 
cars travel so fast, I only feel safe if they are far from me when I am on a bicycle.”

“It is great to see people biking on 108th. If biking is safer, it makes me feel safer 
as a pedestrian since there is a bike buffer between cars and sidewalk.”

“I don’t think sharrows are safe when there’s only one lane in each direction. Too 
many drivers ignore them or are very unsafe in their passing and following distance.”

“The real win here was converting the 108th southbound lane between 8th and the 
transit center into one lane: it made it vastly safer to turn into the parking garages.”

“With the bike lane, I really like how one section has a divider between the car and 
bike lanes. It seems to be most safe. However, my biggest area of concern for 
bikers is when I need to cross the bike lane to make the right turn on to 8th. If there 
are going to be bike lanes in Bellevue, which there probably should be more of, they 
should not cross with car lanes for biker safety.”
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PERCEPTION OF SAFETY

Do you feel that 108th Ave NE is a safe and comfortable street 
for people bicycling today? n=622

How comfortable do you feel driving next to people bicycling
in Downtown Bellevue? n=1,137

When walking along 108th Ave NE, how comfortable are you
with people on bicycles sharing the sidewalk? n=622

As a person who rides a bicycle on 108th Avenue, do you agree or disagree with the following: 
It feels safer and more comfortable riding a bicycle on 108th Avenue. n=436

As a person who drives a motor vehicle on 108th Avenue, do you agree or disagree
with the following: It feels safer to drive a motor vehicle on 108th Avenue. n=810

As a person walking on 108th Avenue, do you agree or disagree with the following:
It feels safer and more comfortable to walk on 108th Avenue. n=721

Figure 21. Before Questionnaire Results Figure 22. After Questionnaire Results

“Until you go to a continuous protected lane, you aren’t really being serious. The message to both bikes 
and cars has to be simple—bikes go here, cars go there, and there is separation between them. Until 
you go there, bikers (especially casual ones) won’t feel truly safe.”

“Roads are too tight to accommodate bike traffic safely. Taking away road space entirely for bikers 
would only make things worse. Nobody bikes in downtown Bellevue.”

“The existing infrastructure is sufficient for bicycling in downtown Bellevue. Adding lanes isn’t going 
increase the number of bicyclists.”

“Figure out a way to make it safer for bikers without taking away from cars and making traffic and 
parking worse. Otherwise you’re going to kill the downtown area.”

“In my experience, this is the most trafficked north-south street in downtown Bellevue (except, perhaps, 
for Bellevue Way). We’d all benefit by having a safer bike route there.”

“It is great to see people biking on 108th. If biking is safer, it makes me feel safer as a pedestrian since 
there is a bike buffer between cars and sidewalk.”

“Many bikes still use the sidewalk. What is the point of spending all this money on bike lanes? We 
cannot control every biker’s behavior and some obviously feel more comfortable on the sidewalk.”

“Removal of right turn lane northbound at NE 12th has made the situation worse and more dangerous 
for bicyclists going straight. I nearly got hit by a car turning right—the driver simply didn’t look.”

“I use the green bike lanes when I ride to work. I feel much safer as a biker to have this new visibility of 
the bike lanes and with the dividers. It is frustrating though to see cars infringe on the bike space as it 
feels they aren’t observing that bikers could be in the lanes.”

“I get that the bike lanes are important for the safety of bikers, however it’s taking up lanes for motor 
vehicles and causing more traffic downtown which can be very frustrating.”
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EFFICIENCY

As a person who rides a bicycle on 108th Avenue, do you agree or disagree with the following: 
It feels safer and more comfortable riding a bicycle on 108th Avenue. n=436

As a person who drives a motor vehicle on 108th Avenue, do you agree or disagree
with the following: It feels safer to drive a motor vehicle on 108th Avenue. n=810

As a person walking on 108th Avenue, do you agree or disagree with the following:
It feels safer and more comfortable to walk on 108th Avenue. n=721
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Figure 25. BlueTOAD Unit Locations

Figure 24. BlueTOAD Travel Time Unit on a 
street light pole

MEASURE
Travel time captured by Bluetooth

BEFORE PERIOD
June 4–8, 2018

AFTER PERIOD
June 19–October 31, 2018

LOCATION
Bluetooth travel time collection hardware 
was installed at four locations between 
Main St and NE 10th St (see map)

BACKGROUND
The demonstration bikeway required 
changes to the roadway to accommodate 
people riding bicycles however it was 
desired to still limit the impact on people 
driving. One measure to observe the 
potential impact of the demonstration 
bikeway is to review travel time along 
108th Ave. It is easy for a person driving 
along a corridor to measure how long it 
takes to get from one point to another. 
This measure reports the average time 
it takes for a person to drive between 
detection points along the corridor. 

The traffic signals along 108th Ave NE 
are not synchronized along the entire 
corridor in the north-south direction. In 
Downtown, NE 4th St and NE 8th St are 
coordinated in the east-west direction. 
Vehicle travel time along corridors 
that are not synchronized can be more 
random and dependent on congestion at 
intersections.

Key Takeaways 
• Vehicle travel time changed by less 

than a minute. The average midweek 
travel time from north of NE 8th St 
to south of NE 4th St has decreased 
from 2.5 to 2.1 minutes southbound 
and 2.6 to 2.3 minutes northbound.

• During the month of June, there was 
construction and road closures on 
106th Ave NE at NE 6th St which may 
have impacted travel times on 108th 
Ave NE in the before period.

Technology & Methodology
Bluetooth travel time detectors passively detects 
radio signals for passing by vehicles and matches 
them between devices along a corridor. The 
units use a time stamp and a portion of the MAC 
address (for security reasons) to create matches 
and calculate travel time. The data is collected in 
15-minutes intervals and only Monday-Friday was 
used in the study. Additionally, the week in which 
the bike lanes were striped was not included in 
the average. For this study BlueTOAD detectors 
were used. 

The Bluetooth detection devices use algorithms 
to exclude outliers but this requires meeting a 
threshold of matches to calculate a result with 
statistical confidence. Although 4 devices were 
installed between Main St and NE 10th St, there 
were only enough matches for the segment from 
south of NE 4th St to south of NE 10th St could 
be used (travel between devices 1,2 and 3).
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Figure 23. Vehicle Travel Time
From south of NE 4th St to north of NE 8th St 
(Locations 1 to 3)
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Figure 25. BlueTOAD Unit Locations

Figure 27. Southbound Travel Time
108th Ave - NE8th St to NE4th St

Figure 26. Northbound Travel Time
108th Ave - NE8th St to NE4th St
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Figure 28. New bus signal at NE 6th St

MEASURES
– Average dwell time
– Operator feedback

BEFORE PERIOD
April 23–May 4, 2018

AFTER PERIOD
October 8–19, 2018

LOCATION
Key transit movements at:

– NE 8th St/108th Ave NE
– NE 6th St/108th Ave NE
– NE 4th St/108th Ave NE

BACKGROUND
This measure aims to understand the 
impact of the demonstration bikeway 
on transit efficiency. The Bellevue 
Transit Center is located in the middle 
of the corridor. One consideration of this 
project was to minimize the disruption of 
regular bus operation. While only a few 
routes travel north-south along the entire 
corridor, many of the popular routes have 
turning movements onto and off of 108th 
Ave NE. 

At the Transit Center, northbound and 
southbound bus signals were installed to 
create a queue jump for transit vehicles 
exiting the layover and bus stops zones 
along 108th Ave NE. There were no 
modifications to the access into and out 
of the transit center itself.  At NE 4th St, a 
new right turn lane was installed and an 
overlap was added for the westbound-to-
southbound turning movement.

Key Takeaways
OBS DATA

• Overall, the average bus delay did not 
increase after the installation of the 
demonstration bikeway.

• The new southbound-to-westbound 
right turn overlap reduced average 
bus dwell time by over 30% (15 sec).

OPERATOR FEEDBACK

• Most common feedback from transit 
operators was:

 » the space better defines where to 
expect bicyclists

 » the new configuration is too 
narrow/tight

 » the bus queue jump is helpful in 
heavy traffic but confused some 
drivers

 » there is a potential conflict with 
bicyclists at the NB-to-EB right 
turn at NE 12th St
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Figure 29. New sensor for the bus signal
Figure 30. Average Bus Dwell Time  
(in seconds) for Key Transit Movements

BUS DELAY

Technology & Methodology
Data was provided by King Country Metro from 
their Onboard System. This data captures 
instances where a bus stops for more than 
5 seconds. The data was filtered to exclude 
instances when a bus was stopped with its doors 
open or at an actual bus stop because that infers 
passenger loading and unloading.

The data was filtered based on the GPS data 
to only include data within 300 feet of the 
intersection in question for each route. The 
movements evaluated are frequent transit 
movements by routes operating along the 108th 
Ave NE bikeway. The dwell time was averaged 
for both the AM peak (7am–10am) and PM peak 
(4pm–7pm) on Monday–Friday.

Feedback from the transit operators was 
collected at the King County East Base on 
October 15 and October 22, 2018. Staff set up 
a table and asked for feedback from transit 
operators that drove routes along the 108th Ave 
NE corridor. Detailed feedback provided from 
sixteen transit operators can be found in the 
Technical Appendix.

https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/108thDemoBikeway-AssessmentReportAppendix-2019.pdf
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MEASURE
Total intersection delay in  
seconds per motor vehicle

BEFORE PERIOD
October 2017

AFTER PERIOD
October 2018 (for “After-Updated”)

LOCATION
All signalized intersections on 108th Ave 
NE between Main St and NE 12th St

BACKGROUND
A Synchro traffic model was initially 
developed to compare alternative design 
options for the bikeway. The model was 
created using volumes from 2017, and a 
microsimulation was used to estimate 
the intersection delays for each signalized 
intersection along the corridor. The 
“Before” and “After” conditions show the 
calculated delay and the corresponding 
motor vehicle level of service (LOS) that 
were reviewed by the Transportation 
Commission during the design process. 
The model was updated in 2018 to match 
the bikeway’s final design. The “After-
Updated” model includes new design 
features like a bus queue jump at NE 
6th St and volumes collected after the 
installation of the bikeway to reflect 
changes in travel patterns. 

LOS is the sum of the traffic flow ratios for 
all critical lane groups at an intersection. 
City code uses LOS standards for Mobility 
Management Areas as part of the review 
process. All of the intersections studied 
meet concurrency standards, but LOS can 
also be used as a measure for comparing 
changes to the operation of an intersection.

Key Takeaways 
• Overall, the calculated delays for 

the “After-Updated” conditions were 
consistent with what was predicted in 
the initial Before and After modeling. 

• The model showed slight changes 
in delay that were consistent with 
changes in volumes observed in the 
after condition. 

• The NE 6th St and 108th Ave NE 
intersection indicated slightly more 
delay in the After-Updated condition 
due to the added bus queue jump, 
which was not initially modeled.

Technology & Methodology
The traffic model was developed using Synchro 
and SimTraffic software by Trafficware. Before 
conditions used existing signal timing and 
phasing based on the historical averages for 
the adaptive signal system. The After-Updated 
condition revised traffic signal timing based on 
historical averages after installation. The model 
was calibrated based on observed conditions 
and included pedestrian volumes and major 
driveways. 

SimTraffic was used to capture the impact of 
queuing and delay at adjacent intersections. 
Intersection delay and level of service is based on 
the Highway Capacity Manual. This is a calculated 
value, not a measure of actual conditions.

AUTOMOBILE DELAY

Figure 31. AM peak intersection delay
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Figure 32. PM peak intersection delay
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Sample perspectives from questionnaire 
respondents:

“Bike lanes that have replaced right turn lanes 
have increased traffic delays (plus, from a biker’s 
standpoint, people still drive in them!)”

“The new bike lanes have increased commuting 
pain on 108th. Taking turn lanes away on a road 
with that amount of traffic has exacerbated an 
already painful commute.”

“The bike lanes have certainly resulted in much 
slower car progress through downtown, particularly 
the absence of left- and right-turn lanes.”

“I live on 108th. Traffic has slowed significantly 
since the bike demo was installed. Turn lanes 
for cars have been removed. General purpose 
lanes have been removed. This is all contributing 
slower traffic flow.”

“As a driver in Bellevue and 108th I have not 
noticed any increase in traffic or commute times 
to/from Downtown Bellevue as a result of these 
lanes. Would be great to see bike lanes becoming 
more and more prevalent making everyone safer, 
healthier and with less carbon footprint!”

“Since the implementation of the bike lanes, it 
has been considerably more difficult to make a 
left hand turn out of the City Center Building. If 
the desire is to create bike lanes, they should be 
created on streets with generally less traffic, like 
106th and 110th. 108th has too many cars and 
in all reality should probably be a one-way street 
anyways. This bike lane experiment has been 
nothing but an impediment to traffic in my view.”

“At the interaction of 108th Ave SE and Main St, 
north bound went from two lanes to one lane.  
Vehicles turning left, turning right and going 
straight all have to use one lane which slows 
down movement of north bound traffic especially 
during school hours at Bellevue High School.”
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Figure 33. Percent of Time over 100 Degrees of Saturation

Key Takeaways 
• None of the locations showed a 

significantly increased in the percent 
of time with a degree of saturation  
over 100.

• 110th Ave NE/NE 4th St was more 
saturated during the before period, 
likely due to the full road closure of 
110th Ave NE south of NE 6th St.

Technology & Methodology
The measure of degree of saturation is 
calculated by Bellevue’s adaptive signal 
system (SCATS) and is used to make real-time 
adjustments to signal timing. To determine 
this outcome, historical data was pulled from 
the adaptive signal system for each approach. 
The approach averages were weighted based 
on turning movement volumes to calculate the 
intersection average.  The historical average was 
based on eight days before and eight days after 
and the peak periods evaluated were 7am to 
10am (AM Peak) and 4pm to 7pm (PM Peak).

WHAT DOES DEGREE OF SATURATION 
OVER 100 MEAN?
As degree of saturation nears 100, it is inferred 
that the intersection approach is becoming 
congested. Up to 100, there is generally 
enough time in a green signal phase for the 
vehicles already queued to make it through 
the intersection, but vehicles that arrive after 
the phase has begun may not. When degree 
of saturation is over roughly 120–130, it may 
take multiple green cycles to clear the queue. If 
multiple adjacent intersections exceed this level, 
people may experience gridlock.
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MEASURE
Percent of time the adaptive signal system 
measures above 100 degrees of saturation

BASELINE PERIOD
August–October 2017

BEFORE PERIOD
April–May 2018

AFTER PERIOD
August–October 2018

LOCATION
Signalized intersections along NE 4th St 
and NE 8th St between 106th Ave NE and 
110th Ave NE

BACKGROUND
In a transportation network, modifications 
to one intersection or corridor can impact 
how other streets in the system operate. 
This measure aims to understand the 
impact that changes to 108th Ave NE 
associated with the demonstration 
bikeway may have had on the surrounding 
transportation network.

Bellevue started deploying an adaptive 
signal system in 2010 that is now active 
citywide. An adaptive signal system reacts 
to the changes in motor vehicle traffic 
volumes to adjust the amount of green 
signal time given to each movement. The 
system will adjust timings based on real-
time conditions. Modification to 108th 
Ave NE could impact other corridors like 
NE 8th St and NE 4th St. By considering 
the degree of saturation at these 
surrounding intersections, we can infer 
whether there is new congestion on other 
corridors not included in this evaluation as 
a result of the bikeway project.

NETWORK ASSESSMENT
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MEASURE
Bicycle count along 108th Ave 

BEFORE PERIOD
May 23–June 11, 2018

AFTER PERIOD
June 15–November 13, 2018

LOCATION
Northbound and Southbound at NE 4th St 
and 108th Ave

BACKGROUND
This measure is one of the outcomes for 
livability and aims to understand how 
the demonstration bikeway impacts 
mobility—particularly multimodal 
opportunities. Bellevue aspires to 
accommodate all modes of transportation 
as identified through the City’s Pedestrian 
and Bicycle Implementation Initiative. 
This demonstrationproject aims to 
increase the attractivness of biking 
Bellevue so it is important to measure if 
ridership increases after.

Historically bicycle counts have typically 
been collected during peak hours. This 
demonstration provided 24/7 counts and 
also was an opportunity to pilot the latest 
technology in bicycle counting.

A midweek average was used because 
bicycle patterns on the weekend and 
weekday vary significantly. The volume is 
for the entire day (24 hr count).

It is also worth noting that the month of 
May is Bike Everywhere Month so the 
before period is likely reflective of a high 
bike volume time period, similar to the 
summertime.

92

before 
May/June

after
June

July August Sept October

126
135 134

104

121

99

November

Figure 34. Average Mid-Week Bicycle Volume per Day

Key Takeaways
• Average daily bicycle ridership 

increased by 35%.

• The highest number of bicycles 
recorded in one hour was 32.

• Part of August saw lower ridership 
because of poor air quality due to 
regional forest fires. If this smoky 
period is excluded, the August 
weekday average is 147 daily rides.

Technology & Methodology
Bicycle volumes were collected using thermal 
video detection. Two units were installed, one 
for northbound and one for southbound at NE 
4th St on 108th Ave NE as bicyclist exited the 
intersection. A midweek average was used because 
bicycle patterns on the weekend and weekday vary 
significantly. The volume is for the entire day (24 hr 
count). See the Technical Appendix for volumes by 
day and direction.

The cameras used were Trafisense2 and have the 
latest technology for differentiating vehicles and 
bicycles on the roadway. Accuracy was validated 
through manual observation and finetuning.

There were occasional drops of network 
communication causing loss of data, so only 
full days of data were included. Before data was 
collected for the curb travel lane because there was 
not a designated bike lane.

FACILITY USE - BICYCLE VOLUMES

Figure 35. Image of video detection camera Figure 36. Video output from detection camera

https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/108thDemoBikeway-AssessmentReportAppendix-2019.pdf
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MEASURE
Travel patterns by people using dockless 
bike share

SIX-MONTH DATA PERIOD
July 31, 2018–January 31, 2019

TOTAL TRIPS
27,905

TOTAL USERS
6,297

BACKGROUND
Bellevue launched a dockless bike share 
pilot on July 31, 2018—the same day as 
the opening of the demonstration bikeway 
on 108th Ave NE. The electric-assisted 
bicycles are available for use citywide, 
with the greatest density of bikes 
available in Downtown. Between 100 
and 400 bicycles were available citywide 
during the first six months of the pilot, 
growing steadily from launch through 
November and then declining during the 
winter months less favorable to bicycling.

Of the 27,905 trips taken during the first 
six months, more than 55 percent began 
in Downtown Bellevue (15,607), just over 
50 percent ended in Downtown (14,162), 
and almost 40 percent both started and 
ended within Downtown (10,990).

Key Takeaways
• 108th Ave NE is the most used corridor 

by bike share users in Downtown.

 » At least 16% of all bike share trips 
(4,487) used 108th Ave NE.

 » At least 6% of all bike share trips 
started (1,775) and just under 6% 
ended (1,622) along 108th Ave NE.

• 108th Ave NE is the most commonly 
used route for trips wholly within 
Downtown.

 » 24% of trips that started and ended 
within Downtown used 108th Ave 
NE (2,685 out of 10,990 trips).

 » 60% of all bike share trips that 
used 108th Ave NE both started 
and ended in Downtown.

• West Bellevue and Northwest 
Bellevue were the most common 
neighborhood origins and 
destinations outside of Downtown.

• More than a third of all trips that 
started or ended outside of Bellevue 
ended or started in Downtown (904 
out of 2,904 trips).

• One quarter of people who used bike 
share in Bellevue traveled along 108th 
Ave NE at least once.

FACILITY USE - BIKE SHARE

• Bike share use along 108th Ave 
NE is comparable on weekdays 
and weekends, increasing steadily 
beginning in the early morning, 
peaking in the late afternoon, and 
declining steadily thereafter.

• Bike share trips that used 108th Ave 
NE lasted 12 minutes and 47 seconds 
on average; the median trip duration 
was 7 minutes and 17 seconds.

Technology & Methodology
All bike share bicycles are GPS-enabled and 
collect data about trip origins, waypoints, and 
destinations, recording where and when people 
use bike share. This data provides broader insight 
into comparative route preferences than static 
bike counters at specific locations can; however, 
it reflects only ridership by bike share users, not 
people riding personal bicycles.

Start and end points are recorded for all trips. 
Mid-trip waypoints are logged only periodically, 
so a modest number of bike trips likely traveled 
along a corridor for a short enough period that 
no location report (ping) occurred while the bike 
was within the geographic boundary used for 
this analysis. Usage estimates for all specific 
corridors, including 108th Ave NE, are likely 
somewhat lower than the actual number of trips 
that used each corridor.
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Figure 39. Number of Bike Share Trips by Downtown CorridorFigure 38. Fraction of Bike Share Trip Starts on 108th Ave NE by Time of Day

FACILITY USE - BIKE SHARE
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FACILITY USE - VEHICLE VOLUMES

MEASURE
Turning movement counts for the AM and 
PM peak hour

BEFORE PERIOD
April 24, 2018

AFTER PERIOD
October 16, 2018

LOCATION
Signalized intersections on 108th Ave NE 
between Main St and NE 12th St

BACKGROUND
Manual turning movement counts 
were collected in the spring before the 
demonstration bikeway was installed 
and again in the fall after all construction 
was completed and school was back in 
session. 

These counts were used to measure 
change in vehicle volumes and to 
calculate vehicle delay. Knowing the 
actual vehicle volume at each intersection 
also helps inform our understanding 
of metrics in this assessment that are 
not directly measured. For example, the 
change in volumes can be a benchmark 
for modeled metrics like vehicle travel 
time and delay. Similar to the influence 
of bicycle volumes on exposure in crash 
rates, vehicle volumes could also impact 
how safety metrics along the corridor are 
interpreted.

Key Takeaways 
• The change in peak hour vehicle 

volumes varied by intersection but 
overall was not significant for most 
intersections.

• Volumes decreased north of NE 6th 
St in the AM peak but increased in the 
PM peak. The trend was the opposite 
for intersections south of NE 6th St.

Technology & Methodology
A consultant was hired to count the individual 
turning movement (left, through, right) for each 
intersection for both AM and PM peak hours. 
Both before and after were collected on a 
Tuesday with no precipitation and school was 
in session. Construction impacts were avoided 
as best as possible and the data was collected 
when there were no construction activities on the 
corridor. Full manual counts can be found in the 
Technical Appendix.
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https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/108thDemoBikeway-AssessmentReportAppendix-2019.pdf
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MEASURE
Online questionnaires 

BEFORE PROJECT
November 10, 2017–January 1, 2018
n=1,262 respondents

AFTER PROJECT
September 1, 2018–November 1, 2018
n=1,232 respondents

BACKGROUND
This measure aims to understand the 
public’s perception of 108th Ave NE and 
their level of support for bicycle facilities 
along the corridor and in Downtown more 
broadly before and after implementation 
of the demonstration bikeway. Responses 
to multiple questions were cross-
referenced to determine how perspectives 
compare across different groups—for 
example, among those who have biked 
versus driven along the corridor, and 
among those who are confident versus 
more concerned riders.

Key Takeaways
BEFORE PROJECT
• A plurality of respondents (42%) 

never rode a bike in Downtown during 
the summer months, and many 
respondents (35%) rode only once a 
week or less.

• Most respondents (62%) said they 
would ride a bike in Downtown 
more often if streets had safe and 
comfortable bike lanes (see Figure 42).

• Most respondents (62%) felt that some 
tradeoffs to motor vehicle traffic flow 
are acceptable to provide safe facilities 
for people who bike in Downtown 
(17% agree, 45% strongly agree).

• Most respondents (80%) felt that new 
bike lanes on 108th Ave NE would 
help people on bikes get where they 
want to go in or through Downtown 
(25% agree, 55% strongly agree).

USER SATISFACTION

Figure 42. Would the following encourage you to ride a bike in Downtown Bellevue more often?
If Downtown streets had safe and comfortable bike lanes

“I currently ride my bike to work most days via the 
CKC to Northup Way. I would be very happy to extend 
my riding into Downtown Bellevue on a safe route.”

“I like that it goes right next the transit center, 
where many people may load and unload bicycles.”

“This won’t be extremely useful for me unless you also 
connect the apartments, library, and park along 10th, or 
connect to the mall and downtown park via 4th.”

“I bike in Downtown with a 3 yr. old on the bike and any 
efforts to improve bike safety are much appreciated.”

Live in
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USER SATISFACTION

AFTER PROJECT
• A plurality agree that the design of 108th Ave NE strikes the right balance 

to address the needs of all street users (30% agree, 17% agree strongly, 20% 
undecided). 

 » People who have biked along the corridor are especially supportive (44% 
agree, 31% strongly agree, 13% undecided).

• Most people who have biked along 108th Ave NE agree that additional physical 
separation is warranted to enhance the bicycling experience (25% agree, 31% 
agree strongly, 24% undecided).

 » People who identified themselves as “enthusiastic and confident” or 
“interested but concerned” riders are more strongly supportive of additional 
physical separation (60% and 62% in favor, respectively) than those who 
identify as “strong and fearless” cyclists (49%). 

• Most people—regardless of how they typically travel in Bellevue—support building 
more bicycle lanes at other locations in Downtown Bellevue (13% agree, 52% 
agree strongly, 7% undecided).

• People bicycling on 108th Ave NE…
 » feel the added expense of purchasing and maintaining planter boxes is 
worthwhile (23% agree, 52% strongly agree)

 » commonly experience motor vehicles parked or waiting in the bike lane (26% 
very often, 43% sometimes)

• People driving on 108th Ave NE…
 » like that bikes and cars are more separated (27% agree, 37% strongly agree)
 » claim it is easier to see people bicycling in the new bike lanes (35% agree, 
23% strongly agree)

 » say it is unacceptable for a motor vehicle to use the bike lane as a pick-up/
drop-off zone (20% agree, 40% strongly agree)

• Most respondents are satisfied with the City’s efforts to solicit input from the 
community on the 108th Ave NE project. Among people who have…

 » biked on the corridor: 40% agree, 45% agree strongly
 » driven on the corridor: 29% agree, 29% agree strongly
 » walked on the corridor: 32% agree, 28% agree strongly

“Love it. It would be great to see the dedicated bike lanes expanded to all of downtown. I live downtown 
but drive almost everywhere because biking feels like a great way to subject my family to a funeral. If there 
were dedicated bike lanes, I’d always be biking.”

“I like the improvements to 108th Ave, and I think they will help cyclists and motorists alike. That said, 
there’s a lot of activity on 108th Ave from multiple sources—transit, pedestrians, cyclists, ride share/taxis, 
and cars turning, merging, and entering/exiting garages—and I think people are adjusting to the new bike 
lane, which will take some time.”

“I have thoroughly enjoyed the new bike lanes on 108th. I work in the Symetra building, and prior to the 
dedicated lanes, I was hesitant to ride my bike to work. I now am wanting to commute by bike as much as 
possible. I really appreciate the lanes and efforts by the City of Bellevue. I hope they become permanent.”

“Right turns on red lights is still extremely dangerous for pedestrians, as it is at other intersections as well, 
which we believe needs to be addressed before additional bikes are considered.”

“I used to take 112th on my commute and didn’t feel safe even though I was mostly riding on the 
sidewalk—drivers aren’t looking for bikes as they pull into / out of parking lots and driveways. Now I take 
the bike lanes on 108th, and it’s like night and day—I actually feel safe. Thank you Bellevue!!!”

“The 108th project has been a game changer for our family. We go out of our way to use the lanes going 
between Surrey Downs and anywhere downtown. They also give the street a great character. Combined 
with the Lime bikes, Bellevue is becoming a great place to bike.”

“I use the bike lane in downtown to go shopping, and I like to take my kids. The bike lane is the safest way 
for me to spend quality, outdoor time with them downtown. Thank you for putting it there!”

“Thank you for building these! They make my commute safer and more enjoyable, especially in the areas with 
additional protection from the bollards, curbs, and planters. People parking in the lanes is an issue unfortunately 
but overall I’m very happy with the project and look forward to seeing more ped/bike friendly design in Bellevue!”
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Figure 43. The design of 108th Ave NE strikes the right balance to address the needs of all street users.

Figure 44. Additional physical separation is warranted on 108th Ave NE to enhance the bike riding experience.

Figure 45. Overall, I would support building more bicycle lanes at other locations in Downtown Bellevue.
Modes of travel respondents typically use in Bellevue…

“108th is a good start. Need to add east/west connections on Main Street and NE 12th Street.”

“I do feel that the bike lanes (and reducing from 2 to 1 lane in certain sections) have reduced the car 
speed on 108th Ave.”

“While I appreciate that people who bike, enjoy these improvements, it comes at great cost to the 
tax payer and even greater cost to the flow of motor vehicles through the city. This seems like a 
disproportionate cost given how many bicyclists there are in Bellevue and the fact that laws and rules 
already exist about how motor vehicles and bicyclists need to share the road.”

“It seems like a lot of extra expense for so few people. Of course it is safer for bikers and nobody would 
argue that but I don’t believe that the increased safety is proportional to the additional cost. Plus the 
reduced traffic throughput only hampers mobility in the city

“I thought the new bicycle lanes were good—they strike the right balance between cost and value, 
and I felt relatively safe using them. The biggest concern I have is that there are few connections. 
Without connections, we will never see much traffic from bikes and reduction of vehicle traffic. We 
need a bicycle network—several north/south and east/west thoroughfares connected to the regional 
thoroughfares (Eastside Rail Corridor, 520 Trail, etc.).”
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MEASURE
Target bicycle user group based on 
motor vehicle traffic and bicycle facility 
characteristics
 
SPEED LIMIT
30 MPH

TRAFFIC VOLUMES (2015 DATA)
Main St to NE 4th St – 9,500
NE 4th St to NE 8th St – 11,400
NE 8th St to NE 12th St – 6,200

BACKGROUND
This measure rates traffic stress for street 
segments and intersections based on 
different types of bicyclists’ presumed 
comfort level riding near motor vehicle 
traffic. 

Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) is 
based on the concept of the maximum 
level of traffic stress that will be tolerated 
by specific groups of existing and 
potential people bicycling: strong and 
fearless (LTS 4), who are comfortable 
riding in mixed traffic; enthused and 
confident (LTS 3), who can tolerate some 
stress but choose less stressful routes 
when available and convenient; interested 
but concerned (LTS 2), which includes 
most adults; and all ages and abilities 
(LTS 1), including children and older 
adults.

The Multimodal Level-of-Service 
Guidelines approved by the Transportation 
Commission in 2017 establish a target 
of LTS 1 for Bicycle Priority Corridors in 
designated Activity Centers. This means 
the target for 108th Ave NE is to provide a 
safe and comfortable place for people of 
all ages and abilities to bicycle.

Key Takeaways 
BEFORE

• All street segments (superblocks) 
were LTS 4—no blocks had continuous 
bike lanes.

• Only two intersections were LTS 3—
southbound at Main St (green through 
bike lane) and northbound at NE 4th 
St (through bike lane to the left of right 
turn lane). 

• Most questionnaire respondents 
believed bicycle facilities in Downtown 
should be designed to serve…

 » most adults interested in riding a 
bike (39%), or LTS 2

 » people of all ages and abilities 
(28%), or LTS 1.

AFTER

• 75% of street segments (superblocks) 
are LTS 2

• 25% of street segments (superblocks) 
are LTS 3

• All intersections are LTS 3—most 
feature skip striping and bike lanes to 
the left of right turn lanes, one has a 
green bike box (northbound at  Main St).

•  Among questionnaire respondents, 
people bicycling and driving alike...

 » feel more comfortable traveling 
along bike lanes that are buffered, 
physically separated, and painted 
green

 » feel least comfortable along street 
segments with sharrows, where 
bikes and cars share the lane
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Methodology
LTS is based on two key characteristics of 
vehicle traffic—speed and volume—together with 
the type of bicycle facility present. As traffic 
speed and volume increase, more robust bicycle 
facilities employing more protective measures are 
required to maintain a level of traffic stress that 
is tolerable for most adults (LTS 2) and especially 
for children and older adults (LTS 1). LTS is 
calculated separately for each direction of travel. 
Street segments (superblocks) and intersections 
are classified based on their most stressful feature.

LTS 1 - All Ages and Abilities

LTS 2 - Most Adults

LTS 3 - Confident Adults

LTS 4 - Fearless Adults

BICYCLE LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS (LTS)

SBL

PBL

SLM

BBL

Protected Bike Lane (Curb, Post, Planters)

Buffered Bike Lane (Painted Buffer)

Striped Bike Lane

Shared Lane Marking

LTS 3 Intersection

STREET SEGMENT LTS

BICYCLE FACILITY

INTERSECTION LTS Figure 46. Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) 
along 108th Ave NE

https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Bellevue_MMLOS%20FINAL.pdf
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Bellevue_MMLOS%20FINAL.pdf
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BICYCLE LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS

LTS 1

LTS 2

LTS 3

LTS 4

Roadway 
Characteristics

Bicycle Facility Components: 
Guideline to Achieve Intended Level of Service/Level of Traffic Stress

Speed 
Limit 
(MPH)

Arterial 
Traffic 
Volume

No 
Marking

Sharrow 
Lane 
Marking

Striped 
Bike 
Lane

Buffered 
Bike Lane 
(Horizontal)

Protected 
Bike Lane 
(Vertical)

Physically 
Separated 
Bikeway

</= 25

<3k 1 1 1 1 1 1
3-7k 3 2 2 2 1 1

>/=7k 3 3 2 2 1 1

30

<15k 3 3 2 2 1 1
15-25k 4 4 3 3 3 1
>/=25k 4 4 3 3 3 1

35
<25k 4 4 3 3 3 1

>/=25k 4 4 4 3 3 1
>35 Any 4 4 4 4 3 1

Table 10. Bicycle Level-of-Service/ Level-of Traffic Stress

Strong FearlessANDENTHUSED CONFIDENTANDINTERESTED CONCERNEDBUT INTERESTED CONCERNEDBUT

LTS
1

LTS
2

LTS
3

LTS
4

LTS 1 is a level that most children & 
their parents would find comfortable 

and safe for riding.  

LTS 2 bicycle riders are representative 
of a typical mainstream adult & can 
accept some degree of stress while 

riding along a roadway. 

LTS 3 bicycle riders can tolerate 
some stress even though they may 
prefer to ride with a lower level of 

traffic stress.  

LTS 4 is tolerated for any significant 
distance only by “strong and fearless” 

bicycle riders who are comfortable 
riding in a mixed-traffic environment.   

Table 9. Bellevue Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) Categories

26   |   chapter seven   

Figure 48. What is your comfort level when driving a motor vehicle 
next to these bike lane accommodations on 108th Avenue? (n=776)
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Figure 47. What is your comfort level when riding a bicycle  
on the following facilities on 108th Avenue? (n=426)
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Figure 49. Bellevue Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) Categories 

Curb, Post, and Planters Bike BoxSeparated Lanes

Sharrow Green Bike Lane Buffered Bike LaneStriped Bike Lane

Very
Uncomfortable
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Comfortable
Very
Comfortable

Note: Above data reflect responses to the “After Project” questionnaire administered in fall 2018.
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MEASURE
Percent of time bike lanes were blocked

BEFORE PERIOD
No data was collected before the bikeway 
was installed

AFTER PERIOD
– Before installation of vertical separation 

(i.e., curbs, posts, planters): June 28th
– After installation of vertical separation: 

September 25 and 27, October 2, 2018

LOCATION
Entire corridor with specific observations 
on 108th Ave NE north of NE 6th St 

BACKGROUND
In Bellevue, TNC passenger load/unload 
activity has been identified as a growing 
issue citywide, especially in dense areas 
like Downtown. Vehicles have been 
observed stopping in bike lanes, travel 
lanes, and in bus stop zones. Curb demand 
and access management is a challenge in 
cities across the United States, and new 
resources like the Curbside Management 
Practitioners Guide, produced by the 
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), 
present context-sensitive solutions to help 
balance the needs of all streets users.

This measure aims to quantify the impact 
of passenger and freight loading and 
unloading on the bikeway as well as the 
impact of the bikeway on load/unload 
activities. During development of the 
demonstration bikeway, staff explored 
opportunities to reduce bike-vehicle 
conflicts on the curbside along the corridor, 
specifically with freight delivery and 
passenger load/unload activities from 
Transportation Network Companies (TNCs). 

Key Takeaways
• The installation of vertical separation 

reduced the amount of time that the 
bike lanes were blocked by vehicles 
by 93%, from 81.9 minutes in a 3-hour 
period to 5.9 minutes. 

• Vehicles blocking bike lanes continued 
to be observed along segments with 
gaps in vertical separation.

• Staff worked with TNC providers to 
create designated load zones in the 
vicinity.

• New curbside passenger load/unload 
zones were established on both on 
108th Ave NE and on nearby cross 
streets, such as NE 4th St. 

Technology & Methodology
Video observations were also utilized to collect 
data for the amount of time the bike lane was 
blocked by taxi, freight and TNC activities on 
the segment of 108th Ave NE immediately north 
of NE 6th St on the east side of the road which 
had previously been used for load/unload. 
Observations were collected for the morning 
commute between 7am to 10am.  

A flyer was created which provided information 
about nearby legal curbside loading zones. These 
flyers were handed to surrounding property 
managers as well as both TNC drivers and freight 
delivery personnel which were illegally blocking 
the bike lane to better inform about nearby 
options.

93%

77%
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Figure 50. TNC Coordination

To minimize hazardous passenger pick-up 
and drop-off activity on the demonstration 
bikeway, traffic engineering staff worked 
with Uber and Lyft to create a geofence 
along 108th Ave NE so that passengers 
were required to hail a TNC ride at 
designated load zones in the vicinity.

TNC AND FREIGHT DELIVERY

Figure 51. Video Observation Results

https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=C75A6B8B-E210-5EB3-F4A6-A2FDDA8AE4AA
https://www.ite.org/pub/?id=C75A6B8B-E210-5EB3-F4A6-A2FDDA8AE4AA
https://transportation.bellevuewa.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_4779004/File/Transportation/Publications/DowntownDemoBikeway-LoadZones-Flyer-20180509.pdf
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Franz Loewenherz 
Project Manager
425-452-4077
floewenherz@bellevuewa.gov
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